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Safety
Testing &
Inspection

from

£395

All overhead equipment, including lighting
rigs and curtain tracks should be periodically
inspected to ensure that the installation is
safe and remains fit for purpose.

As professional experienced installers, we
are pleased to offer:

Most insurance companies will also insist on
a periodic mechanical and electrical safety
inspection in order to maintain cover.

:: Periodic electrical safety inspections 		
of lighting bars, winches and high level
equipment

:: Periodic mechanical safety inspections of
lighting bars, curtain tracks and rigging

:: PAT testing of stage lights, dimmer packs,
control desks, etc
To learn more about our test &
inspection services, please visit

www.active4staging.co.uk
or call 01952 250166
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Is it time to upgrade to
LED stage lighting?
It may be more cost-effective than you think.
LED STAGE
LIGHTING
UPGRADES

LED stage lighting is:
:: Brighter & cool running
:: Reliable, no more blown lamps

FROM

£1500

:: Low power consumption, climate-		
friendly & lower bills
:: Multi-colour, no need for gels and filters
:: Safe, no heat, so no burns or fire risk
:: Maintenance-free, over 50,000 hours 		
lifetime
:: Guaranteed, 3 year warranty*
* Applies to all Brightzone professional theatre lighting fixtures

We specialise in upgrading old-fashioned tungstenhalogen lighting installations to work with the latest
LED stage lights. Since much of the infrastructure
is already in place, this is generally far more costeffective than a completely new installation. You
won’t normally need to replace your old lights
one-for-one. LED stage lights are far brighter and
far more versatile, so one new high power LED can
take the place of 3 or more conventional tungstenhalogen lanterns. Please enquire for your free site
survey and demonstration.

For further details or to place an order:
01952 250166
sales@activeuk.com
ACTIVE STAGE & LIGHTING
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Active Stage & Lighting,
The Studios, Mansell Road,
Wellington, Telford, TF1 1QQ

